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The following text was provided by artist Kreh Mellick.
-I think that if you are interested in residencies it's best to have a clear idea of intent; is it place/
time/ project? There are residencies that are best suited to fit each /both or all.
-Ideally, it would be great if the residency can fund your travel and expenses and especially provide a
stipend. Quite ideal and there are a good deal out there.
In my first residency, I was interested in the place and travel... I found a residency that was young and
anxious for artists and so paid quite a bit to get there and for room and board.
After this first experience I realized how valuable this uninterrupted studio time was and applied for
more opportunities. I ended up at a small craft school. This was a bit more public and I participated in
critiques and substituted classes. Also had travel expenses covered and a very small stipend, which
helped. But I was there four months and was able to create a portfolio that was the largest I produced
thus far!!! The time was invaluable!
I once heard someone say that for every 8-10 residencies you apply to you might get one. I think this
is an important to hold onto. Different programs are looking for different media, diversity or
experience in a given year. It is important to cast your net wide. Also, if there is one residency that
you are particularly interested in... keep applying!!! There is no shame in getting rejected and being
persistent. You might fit the profile for the next go around. You can always ask for feedback and
re-apply with that feedback.
Personally, I find residencies so valuable for the time! It is amazing what being removed from the
stresses of everyday life can do for your studio practice. That time allows you the luxury to
experiment and try new things that you might not have allowed yourself in the bustle of your
everyday studio or job.
Wherever you go or whatever the type…remember to experience and take advantage of the other
artists, community or culture that you have found yourself. It will always re-inform your purpose or
enrich your life. Resartis.org/en/ and Artistcommunities.org

